Easy Voyager
The traveling App that adapts to your customers’ needs.

The all-in-one platform for your
customers’ mobility.

NE OSPERIE NCE
Empathy In Technology

We design digital solutions for
companies that want to grow their
business and increase their
customers’ value, introducing
Empathy into Technology,

Technologic evolution is shaped
around performance optimization,
and has generated significant
changes in the relationship
between brands and customers,
sacrificing the value of individual
relationships in favor of efficiency.

In order to re-establish a nonmediated relationship with
customers, companies have to
change their perspective,
including empathy in their
relationship and sales processes,
both online and offline.

Neosperience is offering a range
of ready-to-use solutions, to help
offering targeted experiences to
each customer. This way you can
get to know and localize your
clients, increasing your brand
value and sales margins.

In February 2019, Neosperience
has been listed in the Italian Stock
Exchange. Neosperience
technology allowed to develop
several start-ups, renowned for
their innovation potential in each
one of their fields.

Everyday our professionals work
to blend technology with empathy,
merging dream, form and use
function, to benefit all of our
customers.
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EA SY
VOYAG ER
An App and a System to get to know the traveling
habits, purchases and preferences of your
customers.

Transportation companies are becoming a commodity, seen as a necessity
only when it comes to move from a place to another. Data and customer
understanding, including their habits and preferences, are increasingly
being mediated by digital companies, causing a lack of a direct
relationship with the customer and therefore devaluing it.

Our Solution
With Neosperience Easy Voyager you can easily create a territory
exploring experience, personalized for your customers.
The traveler will have at his disposal an App with everything he needs to
plan his journey and move around, while the Analytics will provide the
company with precious insights that will be useful to develop personalized
contents, offers and messages.
Mobility belongs to everybody, that’s why Easy Voyager was designed to
be completely accessible also to the visually impaired users.

UNIQ UE
VALUE
Easy Voyager
Neosperience Easy Voyager is the right Solution to
create the best transportation experiences and
maintain a direct relationship with passengers:
personalized experiences where and when it is
more important - before, during and after the
journey.

Competitive Advantages
With Easy Voyager you will be
able to discover traveler’s
habits, in order to optimize the
service, the number of
transportations and route
coverage. This Solution can
simplify the data usage; a
single tool will allow to
discover purchase and
behavioral information about
your customers. No additional
work for your company:
service data come in GTFS
standard format, already
produced by companies for
google Transit.

Case Studies

BRESCIA
MOBILITÁ
The digital window on the city

X

Concept
Bresciapp! Is the way to discover Brescia and
appreciate the city and surroundings at its best. A
single system where to find every mobility service:
public transportation, bike sharing, car sharing,
parking spots, ltz, points of interest and tourist
attractions and commercial offers.

Context
Brescia Mobilità wanted to create an easy, fast and intuitive mobility
experience accessible to everyone. The aim was to broaden the mobility
concept, in order to valorize and discover the territory through events and
commercial activities. All of this, without the intermediation of third parties
in the relationship with customers, to get to know the travelers better and
maintain an open and personalized dialogue with them. The real challenge
was to engage the customer before, during and after the journey, providing
him with the information he needed in the right moment, increasing the
satisfaction level and improving the travel experience.

BRESCIA
MOBILITÁ
Solution & Architecture

Bresciapp! is the solution to achieve Brescia Mobilità objectives, based on
Easy Voyager and Neosperience Cloud infrastructure. This system offers a
complete and integrated travel experience, to maintain a direct relationship
with the customers and offer personalized experiences during all the steps
of the journey. This result was reached thanks to the App for Android and
iOS and a backend and back-office system, API, a push notification console
and much more.
Bresciapp! Helps tourists discovering the cityand its surroundings,
accompanying the citizens during their daily commute while going to school
or work, and offering a set of useful functions such as:
•

A map to discover everything her is around the customer: services, stops,
shops, parking spots, bikes, events, offers, etc.

•

A Smart Travel Planner to organize the trip from one point to another,
with an autofill of locations, personalized points of interest and shortcuts.

•

Lines and timesheets: to discover the lines, travels, stops, timesheets and
waiting times, updated in real time (where it is possible).

•

Integrated information with the customers’ personal data, tickets,
preferences, vehicle lists, locations, Push Notifications setting: everything
in a single interface.

•

Travel tickets and ltd tickets purchase, parkings.

•

Push Notification settings based on the customer’s preferences about
offers, lines, news and events.

•

All the information about mobility, destinations, places, arts, ideas and
entertainment proposals.

•

Special Offers based on geo-localization and reserved coupons.

The advanced analytics provided, allow the company to get to know their
clients and how they behave, to offer personalized and contextualized
contents to improve the travel experience and generate loyalty. Having this
kind of analysis and accessible customers data with a single interface,
allows Brescia Mobilità to have an immediate glance at a deep knowledge of
the evolution of travelers behavior.
The architecture is flexible, safe, integrated with the protocol and with
Google Transit format (GTFS), ready to use with no need to produce
additional data, getting companies off every organizational problem.
As far as personalization is concerned, the user interface design and
graphics were designed specifically for and in conformità with the Brescia
Mobilità communicative style and its stakeholders, such as Comune di
Brescia and Consorsio Brescia Centro. Every detail has been designed with
great care for a better customer experience, and is now the state of the art
for this category of Apps.
Moreover, every service was made accessible also to visually impaired
users, both with iOS and Android devices.

Results
+90.000 downloads on iOS and Android.
+2.200 events visited every month (on the App).
+1.300 cultural points of interest visited every month.
+1.000 monthly visualizations on the shops’ pages.
Data available to analyze journeys and customers flows, allowing
the improvement of the transportation service in terms of new
stops, expansion of the buses’ lines, rush hours).
A new ticket retail channel including other services, with a sales
increase.
Decrease of information requests calls to the call centers.

Data Sheet

ARCHITETTURA
DELLA
SOLU TION
Easy Voyager is a Solution created to help travelers by providing
personalized services at the best time, on the basis of their behavioral
pattern. This Solution is made of different modules, developed with a
serverless architecture through micro services that provide services and
present its features to the users that are active on that territory, in the most
flexible and technologically advanced way.
The Solution allows transportation companies to easily draw up a booking
and management system for journeys, thanks to a SDK client that works
both as an interface towards the backend services, and as a data
acquisition source for the personalization components.

The client App developed for Android and iOS is developed through native
technologies and provides the direct geolocation data streaming of the user,
to reactively supply useful information for trip planning on the go.
The Solution has the option to integrate public transportation monitoring
components with data collected inside the platform, allowing real time
notifications with relevant information for the traveler.

TECHNOLOGY
USED

Neosperience Easy Voyager is composed of a client part, designed for the
traveling experience personalization and data collection from the traveler,
and a service part, studied to analyze data flows gained from the clients
and notify the approaching of useful means of transportation and relevant
points of interest.

Client SDK
I Client is a mobile application that includes the Easy Voyager SDK. The
Technology used to build the mobile client is closely linked to the necessity
to download contents on the background and collect geolocated data to
identify the areas of interest and common behaviors.
The native iOS and Android client component also allows the collection of
data linked to the use of transport by the client. These data are fundamental
to build a network usage model that allows to identify and know deeply the
movement patterns.

Backend services
Easy Voyager services are based on the Neosperience Cloud infrastructure.
These services are subsequently presented to potential third parties clients
through REST endpoint with authentication according to the OAuth2
protocol. The access takes place as standard.
The data processing services concerning interactions and users location are
implemented with AWS Lambda technology on stack NodeJS. Although,
access to services takes place by HTTP. Any additional interface can be
eventually planned during the design phase.

SECURITY AN D
DATA
PROCESS IN G
Data concerning customers are encrypted both in transit and in the inner
of the persistence. In particular, both Kinesis stream and MongoDB
collections are encrypted, subsequently allowing end-to-end security of
users data. The data managed by Easy Voyager don’t have to meet
specific confidentiality requirements, as they don’t enable to identify the
user in any way. Moreover, the system does not memorize any sensitive
information about the user (including the client’s IP address), with full
respect for the GDPR.
A session ID is assigned to each user, which is conveniently saved in the
native app, and is reassigned for every following visit. Therefore, there is
no guarantee regarding the re-identification of the users between
different sessions because the user could delete the cache or the storage,
eliminating the id that was set up from the library. The ID generated is
unique for the specific App, therefore does not allow any crossidentification of the users, so that the compliance with the regulations is
granted.

Data are transfert through an encrypted connection and are memorized
inside systems of persistence which are in turn encrypted inside
Neosperience Cloud.

INTEG RATIONS
WITH THIRD
PARTI ES
Following the API-first approach by Neosperience Cloud, Easy Voyager is
easily integrable inside third parties systems such as SaaS service, which
was safely used thanks to the strong OAuth2 authentication. The support
for authentication according to the Basic Authentication workflow allows
to use machine-to machine credentials, thus particularly suited when the
customer is a web service instead of a user from the web console.

In case of special needs or tight integration necessities with third parties,
it’s possibile to obtain Easy Voyager through an ad-hoc deploy inside an
AWS account dedicated to the customer and the specific project, where
all the required extensions and adjustments are made.

